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NEW MEXICO LQBO

·Coach
·
Peterson
L
0 . eove UNM

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES: .fl. ..
4 line ad., 664-4 times, ,2,00, Insertions .:
must be ~ulun•tted by noon on day liilfore
publication to Room 169, Student Publica• ..'
lions Buildillll, Of telephone 277-4002 or
.
,

277·4102,

. .

•

·.

•

Peace Corps
Peace Corps recruiters will
visit UNM May 1-5 to sel!k volunteers :for a special program in
western Samoa. The visit is part

~;~f

a recruiting drive for 300 volunteers to work in the independent Polynesian nation in health
and education programs.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE .
2100 Central!;., Albuquerque, New Mexico

Phon• 242·0096

Your Texaco Star Dealer

.

®

Bob Peterson, ass1st!lnt football
==7::=~H_E~L~P~W=AN~T~ED~~--~
coach has resigned at UNM effecTEACHERS wanted, Southwest, entire
Weat and Alaska. Salaril!!ll $6400 up,
tive July 31, to take ·over a:s
Free ref!istration, Southwest Teachers
physical !!ducation director at
Alienor, 1303 Central Ave. NE.
Arapahpe Junior .OoJlege in LitFOR SALE
tleton, Colo,
''
SELL Gaa Clasa 55 Chev 2-dr, sedan, 316
H.P, 327 pop up pistons doup headers,
. Peterson will also work on his
HYdromotive four speed Hydro l'ontlac
Ph.D.- at Denver. University while
rear end 40 Ford front axle mags
sileka bucket seats. 5850.00 or llest oft'er.
at the school with an enworking
Ph. 268-8940, 4/27, 28; 5/1, 3,
rollment
o£ 400. He will devote
BRICK home. 10 minutes froiD UQiverollf..
much effort in building- ap intra8000 sq. tt.1 4 or 6 bedroow, 8 fUU
baths, beautsful Paneled den PIUS .-een>mural program 11t Arapahoe,
atlon room. Ref. air cond, CaU 266-77U.
S/29 contin.
.;.,,.' ·'
· w h i c h has no intercollegiate
sports program.
FAMOUS Personality l'ooten, 2Wx3 1.lo',
McQueen, Peter Fonda, Br•ndo, Lenpy
Before coming to New Mexico
Bruce, Mao, Fieldo, Allen Glnsbllllf,
in 1960 Peterson coached at the
Einateln, Dylan, RoUilljl Stones, Newman, Clint EaStwood plus more. .•end
University of Illinois and Grinnell
for list. Shippin&' anywhere In U.S.
College. He will assume the Coloprepaid. 1 poster $1.76, 2 JIOSten ts.oo,
3 posters f4,26, Madam Butterfty'a Gift
rado position Sept. 1, which will
Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado
begin the second year of operation
80220,
of the junior coll~ge.
1965 OLDS, 442 Conv. 4-speed, 21,000 ac•
tuol miles. Excellent condition.. f1876.
The New Mexico assistant said
Call 256-3486.
4/26, 27, 28; 6/1
he
had been looking :for · such an
MOST unusual 3 bd. rm. contemporary
opening :for "Some time·.a"nd that
home on Vista Larga w/2 fireplaces, 2%
baths, !Gvely kitchen & family room; plus
the new job fits in almost pera 950 sq ft. Artist'$ Studio. Call 298·
1855 or 256-9498.
4/26, 27,. 28: 5/1 .. fectly with hi_;; future plaps.
SERVICES
. He is a graduate o:f Drake University with both a bachelor and
CLEAN, oil and adjust portable typewrltertl ,9,00, Electric $12.50, Standllrd
masters degree.
SU.OO. Special for UNM Studenp, Free
pick llP & delivery, E & E Typewriter
Peterson's appointment came as
SI!I'Vice, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243-0688.
a surprise to most sports followTHESES, papers, typed professionally,
ers and Allan P. Crawfurd, AraAccurate spelJing, grammar, and purtct..
uation. Call 248-3330.
pahoe president, had little comment as the story broke before
APARTMENTS
the planned announce date.
,..RC~O"'M,-A"'N:=D~BOARD for colle&'e atlldenta.
Co-educational, freedom and privacy,
Peterson said he regreted leavwall-to-wall earpetln&', heated awimmin&'
pool, &'OOd food, color TV •nd •tudy
ing UNM and Albuquerque and
lounges. As low as $29.25 a week for
that he would be here until the
room and board. The Collelre Inn, 303
Ash N.E., 243-2881.
end of July and will continue his
FOR RENT
duties as football coach.
CAIRD-NORRIS REALTY rent.o:
•
SPECIAL: Furnished one-room efficteney, lltilities included with bath and
galley kitchen, a! lfor $56 including
utiUties. Private entrance~
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom, new
turnlshinp, efficiency kitchen, All utilities incJaded~
EFFICIENCY aPartment., 1 block w""t
or UNM, 79.50 to B5, aU utlliites paid.
Some with improvement.. Furnished,
ofr-street Pllrl<ing.
Call SAM COOPER, 265-8571, eveninp
842-8280.
FURNISHED Room. Available May 1.
Private entrance & bath. $40.00. Walking
distance UNM. Call 242-9572 or 268·3371.
NEAR lJNll. Two l'OOm apariment,

$50.00. Ael'Oia atreet from eool. a-reen
'DR\t.. l.dea\ toT •urntne"r. Ph.. 2.43-1.44.'1.
U.Oli Coal S1!l. 4/1.1, 28.

PERSONALS
ACTING CAREER: Due to the vast e:<·
pansion of television, theatre productions
& the motion picture industry, Hollywood le Broadway are opening their
doors wider & wider to fresh new talent
in the fields of drama, music, dancing &
modelillll. Intere~ted 7 Write: THE ART·
1STS' ASSOC£ATES, 8050 So. Main,
Houston, Texas 11025.
4/2S: !i/1

Social Calendar
May 1 is the deadline for
return of forms requesting allcampus social calendar preferential dates. Forms may be
turned in to the Union activities center.

How five little digits
are bringing you closer
to everyone you know

Add Zip Code to every mailing address- and to your return address, too.
Then others can easily Zip their mail to you. When you don't know a Zip Code
call your post office or look It up In their Zip Directory.
'
Remember those five little digits. They're doing a big job.
·'.

HOW ZIP CODE WORKS
Suppose the Zip Code Is 60635, The "6"
U}IS It goes to the Midwest. The ''06"
narrows It down to Chicago, The last two
dlglts-"35"-pinpoint the Joc~l post
office, This: eliminates many handling pro·

cedures. The letter is sorted faster, and
sent more directly to Its destination.

Mail mov~Js the country--ZIP CODE moves the mail 1
Published ~· a public sen11ce In cooperation with The Advertising Council

NOW SHOWING
•

(Editor's note: This il; the
fourth in a series of LOBO articles concerning the subject of
faculty turnover at UNM.)
By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Dr. Gunther Rothenberg of the
Mstory department has added his
voice to the current discussion of
faculty turnover at UNM. Dr.
Rothenberg teaches Westl!rn Civilizatlon and is a specialist in
military histocy.
Dr. Rothenberg pointed out
initially that he has been continually approached by institutions promising better . pay and
better working conditions.
Likes It Here
lie explained that "the main
reason I stay is that I like it
here and feel comfortable. That
means I have found the atmosphere favorable to teaching and to
research-writing, the major duties

The ten-member committee wm
consist of Professors Henry Weihofen (chairman), Hubert Alexander, Marion Cottrell, Sidney
Solomon, William Huber, Deans
Chester Travelstead, Hoyt Trowbridge, Administrative Vice-President Sherman Smith, Alumni
Association President Jack Mulcahy, and Associated Students
President John Thorson.

Two UNM engineering students, Sol Chavez and Mike Berger, will compete in the Regional
Student Papers Presentation Conference May 4-6. The conference
will be held at Brigham Young
University, Provo, Utah. Prof.
Floyd 0. Calvert will accompany
the students to the conference.

Many people use Zip Codes. But those who don't an~ holding up the mail
for themselves and everyone else.

,,..

·

U.V·rretpful to· Teaching, Rothenberg Says·

gent~;~.

Engineering Meet

It starts with those five little digits you know as Zip Code. With Zip, postal
workers can sort mail faster and route It more directly. With Zip, they will
use modern electronic machines that ''read" Zip numbers and sort mall
fifteen times faster than ever before!

~

V

The members of the Advisory
Committee formed to help seek
and screen candidates for the position of president of UNM have
been announced by the UNM Re-

Because every tetter must go through many post offices before it reaches
its destination. And since the volume of mail keeps growing at every post
office, each letter may wait a little longer to be sorted.
But now there's a new way to get the mail through faster-and bring you
closer to everyone you know.

. "'·•·i·· '

Un3awr

of a professor.''
Dr. Rothenberg added that "obviously there are large areas
where the University ·h11s not
moved 1\S rapidly as other state
instittuions. These, however, are
largely determined by factors relating to tinancial support of the
institution, something which is,
by and large, outside the control
of the administration!'
Change "Can Take Place''
lie said "I'm not necessarily indicating my total satisfaction with
the status quo, but I think that
·change can take place within the
status quo.''
Dr. Rothenberg said "The aca.
demic profession is a mobile one.
Professors change institutions
often for professional, personal,
and tinancial reasons.''
He added, "Indeed, institutions
are often engaged in raiding for
talent, that is to tempt promising

professors from other institutions.''
Rothenberg said, "Personally, I
feel that UNM does provide a
good environment for teaching
and research with open channels
of communication among students, faculty, and administration.''
"I find the town of adequate
size to promote fruitful interchange with persons within as

well as outside the academic comPractically every major probmunity, the student body is large lem that exists at this University
enough to represent many differ- can be traced back to lack of
ent types and interests," he said. money, Dr. Rothenberg said.
"Most important," he said, "I
Rothenberg commented on stuhave found the library helpful. To dent-faculty communications: "In
be sure, there are by no means teaching I have found students
adequate library resources, but I receptive il:nd co-operative, and I
that discussions,
have found the library staff ex- have
tremely hard . working 11111~1'1lt"'""lril!h~~ther
union, dormitories,
be arranged and
tremely willing to
out to help."
profitable.''

Vol. 70
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I

Trovelsteod Says
Budget Received
Few Alterations

UNM Committee
To l-lelp in Choice
Of U. President

How long does it take a letter to travel from a man in Portland, Maine, to his
grandmother in the Houston Medical Center? From a woman in Oklahoma
City to her soldier son in Fort Bragg, North Carolina? From a girl at the University of Michigan to her parents in Smithtown, New York?
Maybe overnight. Maybe longer.

'-,,
-;r '

'37_z, 7'!7 , /

Friday, Apdl28,1967

Announcement Issued
The regents issued an announcement at their meeting Sa·
turday eooncerning the advisocy
committee saying, "while the Regents realize that they alone are
legally responsible for the appointment of the new president,
they nevertheless solicit the advice and assistance of the University community."
The announcement says furth·
er: "As a prerequisite :for making
recommendations to the Regents,
it will be necessary for the committee to analyze the situation of
the University at this stage of

Magazine Internship
Is Offered Students
A new Magazine Internship
Program for students interested
in careers in magazine journalism was announced today by its
co-sponsors, the American Society
of Maga~>.ine Editors and the
Education Committee of the
Magazine Publishers Association.
The' program will be launched
for the first time this summer. It
will enable qualifying journalism
students to observe and participate in various aspects of magazine editing at the actual offices
of major New York magazine
publishing houses.
The six-week program will begin on Monday, July 10 and continue through Friday; August
18. To qualify, students must be
recommended for the program
by the dean o£ their. respective
school or college of journalism.
Students will be reimbursed for
travel eXpenses to and from New
York City by the sponsoring organizations and for their training
by the individual participating
pub1ishing companiel!l.
Further information on the
Magazine Internship Program
ma:v. be obtained by mail addressed
to the Office of the Chairman,
American Society of Magazine
Editor&, 575 Lexingwn Avenue,
New York City 10022.

By BOB STOREY
No concrete changes have been
made in the Associated Students•
budget following a well attended
its life and to identify those
meeting Friday of the Student
· areas of policy and operation
Senate Finance Committee, said
most likely to be critical in the
chairman Coleman Travelstead.
decade or two ahead."
''We had a real good turn out
Invites Comments
and nobody was really against
the whole budget," Travelstead
"The committee invites comsaid, "it was mainly a question
ments from members of the Uniand answer session and we didn't
versity community in this remake any major decisions or
gard,". the announcement says.
changes.
It continues: "It is hoped that
About 25 people showed up at
f!Onsensus on principal concerns
the
meeting to make known their
for the future will enable the
complaints
about the proposed
Committee to suggest what
budget that was defeated in the
atrengths the new preaident will
spring e1ectio-p.s.
most likely need.''
Specific Complaints
President Popejoy has been
holding his position for nineteen
"Most o£ the complaints were
years, and his retirement will
on apeci:fic items in the budget,"
LEFTY FRIZZELL, county and western recording star, will be
begin after the 1967-68 school
said T•·avelstead, "each person···
featured at the Fiesta '67 midway dance Friday, ~ay 12: at Tin~
year.
had
his own gripe about a cerley Coliseum on the state fairgrounds. Accompanym!l' li'r•zzell WJJI
tain group or expenditure.''
The Regents said that the new
be Billy Glenn and his Midnite Playboys. Frizzell 1s. best known
"I'd say that most of the probpresident hopefully will be chosfor such recordings as "If You've Got the Mone~ Ho~ey (I'':e. ~t
lems
were based on misunder~
en no later than December of this
the Time)" and "Cigarette and Cpft'ee Blues.'' F1esta 67 act1vthes
standing
or lack of communicayear or January of 1968.
will run from May 9 through 13.
tion," he said. "They seem to
be the same problems we've been
:facing all year.''
Tim Hunter, director of the
Union Alert Center told the committee that he had not been consulted about the $1750 amount
the Alert Center was destined to
get.
A Jack o:f interest, concern and . relation to the student body, Den- a?d undehstandmgs, saJd DenDidn't Need $100
awareness on the part of a rna- nison said that he feels a pos- mson.
Mary Quirmbach, a representjority of the student body has itive, concerted effort has been
He also expresse~ dissat~sf~c
been the general reaction to stu- made to offer better programs, tion with the small mterest 1n m- ative of Inter-Religious Council
dent government's effo$ this activities and opportunities for ternational affairs shown by the said her group had been contacted
about a budget and did not need
year, Dan Dennison, outgoing ~he stud~nt body t? tak~ a greater students.
_
,
Dennison said he couldn t un- the $100 it was allocated.
Associated Students president, mterest m the umvers1ty.
Several complaints were raiseir'
said in a final statement to the
Lack of Interest
derstand why students prefer to
about
the large sum, $68,000, alLOBO yesterday.
a'lloid speaker~ of intellect'!a~ and
located
to Student Publicutions
Commenting on the role of stu"But the reaction to all these national prommence who VISit the
·
efforts,"
said
Dennison,
"has
•
Board
to
publish the V mo,
dent government this year and tts been almost an intentional and uniVersity.
MIRAGE,
THUNDERBIRI'
and
--.:=...--~---'-----"Cultural activities of impresJUGGLER.
categorical lack o:f interest, con- sive quality are offered free of
'Deadline May 6
Most of the people raisi. the
cern, and awareness on this cam- charge to our students, but the
Pus."
question wanted to see thes >Ub·
average student seems more conHe commented that a vast rna- tent to drink beer and go to a lications, but on a subsc1 >ion
jority of students at UNM recog- high school dance/' said Den· basis.
"The whole meeting seeneql to
nize the existence of this "ap- nison,
show that different peop},.. like
athy" on the campus, but at the
different things," said Steven van
Art Commuters
Places are still open in three same time no one will admit that
Dennison said that he realized Dresser, a special assist:'~''c to
of the men's events and all of the they, personally, are part of the
"sick"
situation.
that a lot of the problem is be· Asso~iated Students P:tL.:Jent
women's events in the UNM Fi"that
small,
He
congratulated
esta Rodeo to be held May 13 in
cause the majority o:£ the students John 'l'lwrson,
but
forceful
segment
of
our
stu~
the Bernalillo County Sheriff's
al'e commuters.
Can't Satisify All
dent population that is concerned,
Posse Arena.
"Commuter students need to
''You can't ever satis~·.. evrecognize the university as more erybody," .he continued, "lr,,t no
One UNM coed may win the informed, a.nd productive.''
Dennison· said that the common than a place to go to attend one was really against the whol!J
pole bending, barrel race, and
excuse
that student government classes," said Dennison. "They thing?'
goat tying events by default if.
b~->
does
not
adequately communicate
r.lore entrants are not found. The
A representative of the Joint
(Continued on page 6)
women's team event, doggie dia- with the student body is a "very
Engineers' Couneil was present
poor
excuse!'
·
pering, is also open.
at the meeting to defend the
He said that the channels availA few places remain in the
Forum
$1000
that was allocated :for their
uble
are
the
newspaper,
radio,
men's calf roping and bulldogging.
"DoeS
UNM
Have
a
Fuprograms.
"Most of the money
One team of five men can still posters and word of mouth. He
ture?"
will
be
discussed
Wedgoes
toward
the Engi11eers' day
sign up for the team event, a wild said that these have been more
nesday
at
the
first
m(!eting
of
which
bring's
thousands of people
than effectively utilized. "At best
steer race.
The Forum, an organization
the
campus,"
he said. "The
to
Entrants should sign up in th(! this argument is a rationaliza•
to
consider
vital
acadesigned
Engineers'
Day
serves
as a public
Union coat check room on Mon- tion,'' said Dennison.
demic issues. Professors David
for
the colrelations
function
day and Wednesday front 2 to 5
Varley, Paul Davis, and Glenn
Not
Genuinely
Concerned
lege
o£
engineering
and
the unip.m. On May 6 any untilled enCrosby, and Dean George
versity," he continued.
"If students are genuinely contries will be opened . to students
Springer will participate. The
and factulty of the University of cerned about their role as a stU•
Philosophy Talk
discussion will be held WedAlbuquerque and local public dent and not just as an enrollee
"The
meeting
turned into ll
nesday, May 3, at 3:30 in the
schools.
in a vocational institution they
discussion
of
the
llhilosophy off
Union theater. Any interested
Trophies to be awarded at the will make conscious efl'orts to exstudent
government
and r compersons are asked to attend.
ltodeo are on display in the Union. pand their interests, knowledge,
( Continued on page 5)

Students Lack Interest

Apathy Reigns, Dennison. ~ays

Events Still Open
In UFiesta Rodeo

The
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avenport
He's on Electrical Engineer. He reads three languages. He skies. He
con read (in English) 3,000 words per minute.
Watching his hand fly over the pages (the hand is the pacer), you
would think he must be skimming-but he's not.
It is because of John's reading skill that he can hold down his job

as an electrical engineer, study for his Master's degree, ski, plan
new activities such as mowntain climbing and still flnd time to read
for his own pleasure.
John Davenport Is not a naturally fast reader. He learned this
revolutionary technique of rapid reading at the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute here in Albuquerque. He is one of the
more than 250,000 graduates of this notion-wide orgcmization.
John's pleasure reading includes works in Italian and French. "I
read Italian dynamically-about 1000 words per minute,' he reports. He has not been able to apply his new skill to French; he has
to learn the language better. He's working on this, too,
John is able to save time on the job. "I read everything that comes
across my desk, using this method." For this type of technical moterial, he slows down to around I000 words per minute.
John says, "About two days before a class begins, I read through
the texts to see what it is all about." As the course progresses, he
goes through the material aagin learning it carefully and quickly.
"Background is terribly important," John agrees. When he became
interested in climbing, he took out ten books on the subject and
went through them.
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CISSY KING, UNM junior who will be appearing regularly on
the nationaJiy televised Lawrence WeJk show, rehearses one of
her dance routines. Miss King wiJJ leave soon for Hollywood to
begin filmings. Her schedule for this summer includes a three
~ week engagement in July Lake Tahoe, Nev., a11d a dance competi.
tion at the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas. (LOBO photo by Pawley.)

How five little digits
are bringing you closer
to everyone you know

To Blow Up Library
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Last
month I had nothing to do so I
stormed into the library, approached the desk, and yelled, "I
hate thi::; place, and I want to
blow up the whole buildin·g."
The librarian was calm and collected. "You'll have to fill out a
card," she said.
This experience has caused me
to question the sanity not only of
the library, but the entire university. Yesterday I went to the circulation desk and filled out a card
for the "Holy Bible." For the
author, I combined humor with

Augsburger to lead
UNM Circle K Club
Bob Augsburger was elected
president of the UNM Circle K
club at a recent meeting.
Other 1967·68 officers of the
campus service club are Le RoY'
Brimhall, vice-president; Chester
'Freedenthal, secretary; Bill Hook,
treasurer; and Terry Calvani,
board member.
Augsburger and Brimhall were
chosen as delegates to the Circle
K International convention in Ontario, Canada, in August.
The UNM Circle K Club was
named the outstanding club in the
Southwest District at the -district
convention held recently in :Flagstatf1 Arizona.

Murray Resigns
Raymond <J. MulTay, associate
professor· of geology at UNM this
year, has resigned to accept the
chairmanship of the geology de)Jartment at ltutgers University,
New Brunswick, N.J.
.,
~:~

background for a sub;ect you use it. If you don't, you can build it
rapidly.

You may not learn to read quite as fast as John Davenport but the
results are so positive that the Reading Dynamics Institute GUARANTEES that you will at least triple your reading efficiency or
receive a full tuition refund.

Must Fill Out Card
By DICK WOLFSIE
The Collegiate Press Service

"By the time I finished 5 books, I hod enough background that my
rates through the rest began to soar." It's simple, when you have

exactness and w r o t e down,
·"GOD."
The librarian quickly returned
the card with an appropriate
scowl and said, "Whatya think
this is, a game? You forgot the
first name and middle initial."
Sometimes in a moment of
weakness, I use the Xerox machine (The "X" stands for-excuse me, l'm broken again). One
day, after printing three thousand
copies of "EAT AT THE VARSITY INN,'' and two thousand
1965 calendars, I decided to try
my luck, once more, at the. circulation desk.
You will find, if you go to the
library often enough, that a book
you are looking for is not "out.''
More often it will be in the bindery, lost, in the reserve room, or
just playing it cute.
Last week I tried to take out a
book, and the librarian gave me
a 11ard that said, "BOOK LOST,
WILL TRACE.'' I never knew
what that meant, until I accidentally stumbled into the head librarian's office and saw him sitting on the ftoor with ten rolls
of tissue paper-tracing a book.
Yesterday I went to the period·
ical room. "Have you got Time?"
I asked.
"Pick me up at seven," respond·
ed the librarian.
1'1 don't think you understand,''
I explained. ' 1How about Life?•'
"O.K.," !!he giggled, "I'll be
ready at six.''
Someday when I'm old and gray
and my three-year-old son asks
me about my school library, I'll
show him a picture of our grand
super-structure reaching high into
the sky. He'll carefullY' count the
number ol. 11oors and say1 "Gee,
Daddy, your libraey had five stories."
"Yes son,'' I'll admit, "and a
whole book of poems."

Shouldn't you look into this now? Check the demonstration schedule
below for the time and place that best fits your schedule. There is
no obligation. We will explain the background, theory and struc·
tore of the course; show a documented film and answer any questions the audience may have.

How long does it take a letter to travel from a man in Portland Maine to his
grandmother in the Houston Medical Center? From a woma,.; .in Okr'ahoma
City to her soldier son in Fort Bragg, North Carolina? From a girl at the University of Michigan to her parents in Smithtown, New York?
Maybe overnight. Maybe longer.
Because every letter must go through many post offices before it reaches
its destination. And since the volume of mail keeps growing at every post
office, each letter may wait a little longer to be sorted.
But now there's a new way to get the mail through faster-and bring you
closer to everyone you know.
It starts with those five little digits you know as Zip Code. With Zip, postal
workers can sort mail faster and route It more directly. With Zip, they will
use modern electronic machines that "read" Zip numbers and sort mall
fifteen times faster than ever before!
Many people use Zip Codes. But those who don't arA holding up the mall
for themselves and everyone else.
Add Zip Code to every mailing address-and to your return address, too.
Then others can easily Zip their mail to you. When you don't know a Zip Code,
call your post office or look It up in their Zip Directory.
Remember those five little digits. They're doing a big job.

STUDY PROBLEMS? GRADES HURTING?

ABOUT OUR GUARANTEE!

If so, you've got plenty of company. John Davenport solved this very neatly.

Based on beginning and ending tests, measuring speed and comprehension,
only 1.6% of our students hove qualified for a tuition refund. Reason? Our
system is simple. Our method works • • • and so do our teachers! Reading
Dynamics teaches you not only how to read faster, but how to study, how to
recall what you read, how to do your homework! And, still have time for
social activities.

He took the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course.

RAPID READING IS THE KEY!

ATTEND FREE DEMONSTRATION

If your grades are suffering, it's because you have a reading problem. Most
of us read at an average rate of 300 words a minute, with only average
comprehension! Average just isn't good enough to keep up with today's col-

Monday, May I, 5:30 and 7 P.M.
UNM Union. Room 250 0

lege demands.
Reading Dynamics absolutely guarantees to teach you how to read at least

Tuesday, May 2, 5:30 and 7 P.M.
UNM Union, Room 250 C

three times faster, with excellent comprehension, or refund your entire tuition! Special attention is given to developing study skills. Actually, most of
our graduates reod over 1500 words a minute without sacrificing comprehen·

CLASSES START Monday, May 15 and Tuesday, May Hi

sion or pleasure after just eight weekly le~sons. John Davenport, by the way,

HOW ZIP CODE WORKS
Suppose the Zip Code Is 60635. The "6"
says It goes to the Midwest. The "06"
narrows It down to Chicago. The last two
dlglts-"35"-plnpolnt the local post
office. This eliminates many handling pro·
cedures. The leHer Is sortl!d fester, and

does over 3000 words a minute.

6

I'.I

------------------------EvelynVVood ~:----------------------------

sent more directly to Its destination,

l•stilvlrl

Mail moves the country -ZIP CODE moves the mail 1
Published as a public service In cooperation with The ·Advertising Council
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Letters
Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 260 words typeWl'itten, double spaced. Name, tele-.
phone number and address must be
included, although name wlll be
withheld upon request.

AGAINST ABOltTION LAW
Dear Editor:
Your editorial supporting the
newly passed abortion Jaw in
Colorado lacks convincing reasons
for such a serious matter. In the
title to your editorial you allude
to one argument, humanity. In re:ft!rence to a case in Las Vegas,
you state another reason, namely, the child was "very unwanted."
In reference to this case where a
12 year-old girl became pregnant
by a 14 year-old boy you further
state: "Under the law here in
this state, this child as she was
[sic], will be forced to bear another child-a very unwanted one
at that." Unwanted by whom?
No state forces married or unmarried to have children!
Your criteri!)n about whether a
person should live is a bit flimsy;
six million Jews were "unwanted"
by Hitler; white, Anglo-Saxons
find it difficult to grant civil
rights to Negroes, and the latter
are "unwanted" in private clubs,
'many public schools, c<ertain professions, ect. Where do you stop
in using such a criterion? Unborn
children, mentally defectives,
minority groups, the old, beatniks! Isn't it ironical that the
most enlightened opinion wishes
to do away with capital punishment for those who have been
proven guilty of crime against
society and now there is a growing "liberal" movement to broaden the abortion laws and kill the
innocent who have not harmed
society?
Who is to judge the mental
health of the mother? Three doctors who need not be specialists?
I don't think their training gives
them competence to make such a
juclgment; without additional
«training such doctors couldn't
even teach in medical school and
they are now able to make a decision of life or death in an area
where even trained psychiatrists
tread lightly? I understand that
some women experience frustration, anxiety and depression during certain periods of their pregnancy but this does not endanger
their mental health.
It seems to me that the question is: can the h!ln-viable foetus
at the normal time 11f abortion be
c11nsidered a human being? Roman, English and American Jaw
have respected the rights of the
unborn child, e.g. his right to inherit property; and whether legitimate 11r illegitimate, the child
has a right to be supported by
his father. 'nle child has these
'rights in this state.
Medically, some doctors contend that life begins at the moment of conception. The chromosomes which contain sexual identification (boy or girl) are present before the first cell division
is made. The genetic characteristics have been determined. Two
weeks after the first missed menstrual period, the heart is beating. At eight weeks all the physical characteristics of a living human being are present.
Mrs. Alice S. Rossi, research
associate on the Committee on
Human Development at the Unl·
versity of Chicago, who favors repealing existing legal bans on
abortion, states that the NORC
survey concludes that public opinion gives little support to such
a position for the woman who
seeks abortion most frequentlythe "married woman who has the
number of children she wants."
80 per cent of all abortions performed in the United States are
on married women!
In 1964 a study was made on
over 1000 women who had German measles, and it was found
that only 10 per cent of the infants born to these women had
any (major or minor) birth defects. The purely medical reasons
for therapeutic abortion are no
longer important. Recently, the
United States Public Health Ser!}

;.i '
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Why Not Them
NATIONAL RECOGNITION has come to UNM via the
different sports in which it excells-basketball, track, tennis,
... I only said, "Please scratch my back •. .''
etc. The University is now in the position to be recognized
nationally in the field of women's gymnastics as represented
by seniors Deana Lorentzen and Bonnie Bennett, but the
®111£ 111\N BOOJIHE
lack of sufficient funds and unweildy rules may block their
efforts.
The AAU championship and the Pan American Games
The World ol
trials are being held in Natchitoches, La., this Thursday
Black and White
through Saturday, and since the University did not allocate
women's gymnastics much in the way of traveling funds,
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Francilfco Ch'I'Oflicle
the girls raised some money to go through their own efforts.
The stumbling block is the Women's Sports and Dance
Council which ruled they may not attend without a female
It was one of those days, white clouds scudding across a blue sky,
chaperone.
yellow-green buds swelling in the park. Another spring, as freshTim Bennett, Bonnie's husband, offered to serve as chap- colored and new as eternity's first. How good it was to be alive.
On the newsstands, in the stark black and white, the papers told how
erone again this year, but he was refused.
the world was that day.
A Russian cosmonaut, trapped in his· capsule, had fallen four miles
IN THE MEANTIME, these two outstanding female ath- to the earth below. In Bonn, President Johnson was discussing nuclear
letes representing UNM are left several hundred dollars pr11liferation with the Germans. In New York, General Westmoreland
short of enough money to attend the meet. They probably made a major address on the war in Vietnam.
His troops, said the General grimly, "are dismayed, as I am, by
have enough contacts and friends in the city to scrape to- recent unpatriotic acts here at home.''
gether enough money for travel expenses, but it would mean
Qutside the five-and-ten, a thin old man in a chef's cap, a tatterdemalion
overcoat and white spats was talking into a baby blue toy
that they would have to compete unattached and not as reptelephone hung about his neck. "The Lord says repent," he announced,
resentatives of the University.
cupping the receiver with his hand. "Are you ready to die?" No one
Here are two female athletes, outstanding in their own answered.
The enemy, the General said gravely in New York, "does not underright, who are somewhat shunned by the university. Miss
stand that American democracy is founded on debate, and he sees
Lorentzen won All-American honors a year ago and is now every protest as evidence of crumbling morale and diminishing resolve
ranked number one, and Bonnie Bennett, number two, in the ••. This, inevitably will cost lives--American, Vietnamese and those
of our other brave allies."
Intermountain region in women's gymnastics.
The old man in the chef's cap turned to denouncing cheap wine.
BOTH GIRLS HAVE HOPES of being able to compete in The smiles of his listeners broadened and they applauded tolerantly
he paused. Across the street, a blind lady with an accordion sat
the Olympics in 1972, but training, not only in their free when
in the sun singing.
time, but competitively, is necessary to reach peak physical
"I was delighted," said the General in New York, "to leam of the
two MIG bases bombed today.''
condition for the games.
''Somewhere, over the rainbow .• .'' sang the bilnd lady. She had a
The University goes out of its way to come up with funds thin,
fiat voice, yet it carried well through the clatter of the streetcars,
for other major sporting events and sends them to just the roar of the buses. It sounded wistful and beautiful.
"I foresee in the months ahead," warned the General in New York,
about every tourney or competition to which it is invited. We
of the bitterest fighting of the war."
"some
should be just as eager and as proud to back two petite,
There was a candy store down the street. You could 8111ell the peanut
female gymnasts as we would a 200-lb hulk of a football or brittle, warm and sweet.
"There are civilian casualties in Vietnam," said the General, "and
basketball player.

An Appreciative WorcJ
THE END OF THE spring semester is coming and it is
time for a change in the editorship of the LOBO. The tenure
of the first female editor since World War II has ended, and
the tradition of male editors will probably continue as before.
A lot of people have worked and played hard to put out a
campus newspaper of good caliber this semester. Mistakes
have been made, granted, but this is only a training ground.
Just a word of appreciation to everybody involved.
-·Lynne Frindell

these are of constant concern to me, my commanders and men.''
A girl with long hair was passing out fiowers with a genuinely lovely
smile. Two sailors stopped and they laughed gently together.
"I must honestly say that I am concerned about cease-fire proposals,"
said the General bluntly. "Inevitably it will be a military advantage
to the enemy and a detriment to our side.''
On the way home, I paused on a hilltop and watched the san set
nakedly in the rainwashed air. And I felt for the first time (it always
seems tbe first time) how incredibly precious life is.
How precious it is to me and to the old man and the blind lady and
the pretty girl and the sailors. Bow equally precious it must be t11 each
American soldier, to each ally, to each Vietnamese, friend or foe. H11w
incredibly full and joyous and replenishing the world seemed.
Not the stark black and white world of newsprint and battle plans
and global strategy in which our leaders live. I mean the real world.
And never, as on this spring day, had the two seemed further apart.
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Ginsberg Uses Religious Forms

. By BRIAN LEO
to be a machine.'' Ginsberg's solid
A big crowd ~bowed up early attempt to stretch the function of
to hear Allen Ginsberg Friday a poem and the situs of a poet's
night in the Anthropology audi- perception is a different aspect
torium. He was received politely of this same current aspirat;ion of
and enthusiastically by the en- Warhol's.
tire room, except for some heckEastern Influence
lers who left after causing a slight
Ginsberg has studied Indian and
delay in the program.
Although the auditorium was Asian religious forms, and uses
fairly hot from the great num- a dedicatory selection of chants
ber of people in attendance, the and prayers within, but especially
odor of incense pervaded the room, before, his readings.
The poet feels, it seems to me,
and induced a very relaxed enthat
these prayers inculcate in
vironment.
his
audience
an understanding of
New Area
his
wishes
for
peace and enlightI am not very well acquainted
enment,
in
everybody.
But in an
with the work of Ginsberg, and
is
important
sense
the
incantation
shall speak about the evening
a
re-enactment
and
a
symbolizawith reference to other people's
of his own uses of this spiritcomments and such areas of which tion
ual
inspiration.
I feel knowledgeable.
It
seems to me that this inOne friend of mine wondered, volvement
with the effects of
before the reading, if Ginsberg meditation and
recitation are pri"was going to read his work or marily a private
matter.
just talk." Allen Ginsberg's poetry
But
they
were
a
thing
seems to be expressing an atti- to hear; one personmoving
noted that
tude, a disposition. The fuller level "Allen. was in very good voice
at which he feels and thinks ex- tonight."
presses an exponential relation
Different F11rms
to "just talk."
There
was little or no signifiI think of Andy Warhol's well
cant
relation
between the chants
known statement, " . . . I want
everyone to be a machine, I want and the poetry in terms of form.
There are two differences between
these sections of the reading. The
projective power of the chants
did not produce the dialogue between speaker and audience which
the poems did admirably; this fact
violates to some extent the intent
of those chants. They seemed to

Budget Received
Few Alterations

(Continued from Page 1)
pared it with the state or federal
government that must serve everybody's needs and cannot cater
to one special group," said van
Dresser. "Everyone pays the
school taxes. but some of them
don't have children in school.''
"We will hold another public
meeting on Tuesday at 9 a.m.,"
said Travelstead," and we will
review each item 11f the budget in
detail.'' Be said that the committee would gather specific complaints and proposals and try to
work out a possible budget.
.
"I hope that anyone who has
any complaints about the budget
11r anything to say will try to
show up," Travelstead said.

and legal ways to oppose such
laws and unreasoned statements
expressed in your editorial.
What is "humane" about kill·
ing?
I would entitle your editorial,
"Finally, God!"
Fr. Brian Kelly
COME TO THE FORUM
Dear Editor:
Several weeks ago a small
group o£ concerned individuals
met to find a way of bringing
about a significant dialogue. The
dialogue wanted was one engaging serious members of the UNM
academic community. Out of that
meeting has come The Forum, an
organization whose stated purpose is "t.o provide a forum and a
focus for the consideration of is·

sues vital to a community of students."
As its first endeavor The
Forum has scheduled a public
meeting to consider the question,
"Does UNM Have a Future?"
Professors David Varley, Paul
Davis, and Glenn Crosby will join
us in this discussion as will Dean
George Springer of the UNM
Graduate School. This meeting
will be held on Wednesday, May
3 at 3:30 p.m. in the Union
Theater.
Those interested in the aims 11f
The Forum and in the :future of
UNM are not only cordially in·
vited to attend this meeting, but
are strongly urged to come and
encourage others to attend.
This a modest, but tangible, beginning of what we hope will be·

.

.

·LOOK
YOUR

BEST!

ALLEN GINSBERG, shown here
for
to
New Mexico, chanted and recited poetry Friday night to an overflow crowd in the Anthropology Lecture Hall. (LOBO Photo by
Pawley.)

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfidion

Paperbacks

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

RENT A TUX!
COAT and TROUSERS
. COMPlETE OUTFIT

$6.50
$10.00

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cuff, links, Tie and Bouttonniere,
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-somebody forgot .•.

All the travelers checks you want-up to $5,000 worthfor a fee of just $2°0 • At banks everywhere, during May only.
You can save real money by
buying First National City
Travelers Checks now for your
summer vacation trip. Read
how.
Normally travelers checks carry
a fee of a penny a dollar. It costs $1
for $100 worth of checks, $2 for
$200, $10 for $1,000, and so forth.
Now, during May only, you can
buy any amount you need- up to
$5,000 worth - for only $2, plus
the face value of the checks. You
could save up to $48. (For less than
$200 worth, of course, the fee is less
than$2.)
If you're planning a trip to
Europe, what you save from this
offer could pay for an extra day on
the Rhine. Or dinner and Shakespeare at Stratford.
Or a patch of grass at the Newport Jazz Festival, if you're staying
closer to home.

every litter bit hurts"

Won't you join us?
Dennis C. Smith
Acting Chairman, The Forum
Dudley Wynn
Faculty Advisor, The Forum

Honors Assembly, a yearly
event recognizing students' scholarship, participation and service,
is scheduled for May 4. It will be
conducted by Blue Key, honorary
for senior men, beginning at 7:30
p.m. in the Union Ballroom.

Stephen is berating Aristotle. He
mentions that Aristitle fails to
deal with two important mental
dispositions, pity and terror. Allen
Ginsberg is working significantly
in these and other equally necessary areas.

--vacatton

come an intellectual endeavor
worthy o£ the cooperation, interest, and participation of every
member of the academic community of the UniVersity of New
Mexico.

Honors Assembly

express attitudes of perceptivity
which were not as strong at all as
the brutal examination and intimidation which informed the
poems.
In Joyce's "Ulysses" there is a
scene in a Dublin library where

•

LETTERS TO THE LOBO EDITOR
vice has announced the development of a new blood test for German measles, which will soon be
available t11 pregnant women, and
those contemplating pregnancy.
In Norway and Japan, nations
having liberal abortion Ia ws, there
are still many unlicensed prac·
titioners of illegal abortion sim•
ply because th11se who wish t9
have an abortion 'desire to maintain secrecy and avoid publicity.
Your concluding statement that
"legalized abortion will one day
be a reality everywhere, and people with religious, moral, and
other barriers may have to learn
to accept it/' is a pretty tough
statement. However, you may win
in the end. But as one who unashamedly possesses such religi..
ous scruples, 1 shall use all moral

PaleS
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Welcomed everywhere
first National City Bank has
been in the travel~rs check busi~
ness for 63 years. Our checks are
known and accepted in more than
a million places th~oughout the

Suun SpoUIIsuya:

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL

fi;

"<'.;j,dS"

world - airlines, car rental agencies, steamship lines, hotels, motels, restaurants, stores, etc.
You can spend them as easily at
Le Drugstore as at the drugstore.
And they're just as convenient on
a weekend trip as on a world tour.
Fast refund in case of loss
The greatest advantage of First
National City Travelers Checks is
that you get your money back
.promptly if they're lost or stolen.
We've built a security network of
25,000 banking offices around. the
world where you can get lost
checks refunded fast. On the spot.
How do you find the nearest· refund offices? In the Continental
U.S., call Western Union Operator
25. Abroad, we've supplied every
principal hotel with a list of the
nearest offices.
No wonder we're called the
Maximum Security travelers check.
Buy now, travel later
Buy your travelers checks now
-at a saving- and use them later.
Many people, in fact, keep some
travelers checks on hand as insur•
ance against the day when they may
need cash in an emergency.

Offer good only in U.S •.and
Puerto Rico, May 1·31, 1967
Never before has such complete
protection for your cash b¢eit'$9.
inexpensive. So act fast. Get your.'
summer supply of First National
City Travelers Checks now. They
can be bought at most banks and
savings institutions.
If your vacation money is in your
local bank and you won't be home
until after May 31, you can still
take advantage of this offer. Just
mail this ad to your parents and ask
them to send your money to you.
Note to all banks and
savings institutions
During the month of May, we're
making this unusual introductory
offer to your customers at no cost
to you. Your customer gets the sav~
ing, but you earn your normal commission.

First

National City
Travelers Checks
Member Fe:dcral Deposit Insurance Corpotatitu;.

© 1967 f.frstNntionnl Cltv Bank, New York.
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NM Tech Offers
Summer Courses
SOCORRO-New Mexico Inlltitute of Mining and Technology
wH! offer 34 courses and one workshop during its summer session
which will begin June 12. Orien·
·. tation for new students will be
June 9-10. The summer geology
camp, in the Magdalena Mountains, will be held .June 12 through
July 22. The summer session will
end August 12.
Tuition for the summer session
is $45. Tuition cost per ct•edit
hour is $'7.50. Complete information may be obtained from the
Registrar, New Mexico Tech,
Socorro.

Math Speech

Jaz:~<

recent loss of Lucy
Pattie.
THREE UNM SENIORS from the Navr-Enlisted Scientific Education Prpgram received promotions to
the rank of Navy Chief April 16. They are from left: Robert D. Axtell, promoted to Chief Electronics
Technician USN, Joseph D. Brett, promoted to Chief Radioman USN, ;md Dad P. Patrick, promoted
to Chief Electronics Technician USN. Awarding the prom11tions was Captain Tony :F. Schneider, com•
manding officer of the UNM Naval ROTC unit.

UNM Is Yemen
A delegation of five UNM students represented the country of
Yemen at the Model United Nations which was held at Lewis
and Clark College in Portland,
Ore., this weekend.
Wally Knox participated in the
Trusteeship council, Connie King
was a member of the Disarma-

Dennison •••
(Continued from Page 1)
need to make the university a
meaningful part of their lives."
He said, however, that this is
still a nne university, and it has
the potential to be a dynamic and
fine place to study and learn.
"The students, however, are
going to have to reevaluate themselves and critically examine
their role in the university," said
Dennison. He said that it is still
not too late, and the situation is
not beyond improvement.

Cheerleaders
Students interested in becoming UNM cheerleaders next
year are invited to a meeting
on Sunday, May '7, at 7 p.m.
in Room 231-B of the Union.
The meeting will clarify qualifications of students and procedures and schedules for the
initial tryouts. Three boys and
three girls will be elected to
the main squad and two boys
and two girls will be chosen as
alternates to perform during
the football season.

at:

Too Busy for

Why Not·
Bring It To

.Your Laundry?

111 LAUNDRY & DRY
CLEANING SERVICE

Model UN

ment committee, Sue Hardin participated in the political and security committee, Noelle L'Hommedieu represented the special
political committee and Mary Ann
Frye the economic and financial
committee.
Each attended the different committee meetings and sponsored
several resolutions. Some of the
issues which were discussed were
representation of Red China, nonproliferation of atomic weapons,
and the capital development fund.
The purpose of the MUN is to
give the students who participate
a working idea of how the UN
operates. Several top committee
and council members of the regular UN were featured speakers.
The !\fUN representatives were
selected by members of the University Association on the UN including President Carol Haddoc
Jim McAdams of student govern~
ment, Professor Wolf of the government department,
Dennis
Smith and two members who attended last year's MUN session.

Under New Ownership
24 Hr. Service when Requested
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Shirts Finished
To Please You

All Types of
Dry Cleaning

"If your clatltes are becoming to you, they should
be coming to "s."

Ill Harvard .SE

THE GENTLEMAN'S SHIRT
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Popejoy Honored

L~_h,_o_n..,.o~rs.,.....,.,~.

SMOKEY'S
FRIENDS
DON'T
PLAY
WITH
MATCHES

UNM President Tom L. Popejoy Friday recently became a
"Distinguished Citizen" of Quito,
Ecuador. The honor was conferred upon him by the Mayor of
Quito, Luis Pallares Zaldumbides,
through an emissary. Quito newsman Nelson Davila, who was a
visitor to UNM last fall, presented to Popejoy a letter from
Pallares extending the honorary
citizenship in recognition of the
close ties between the Ecuadorean
city and the University.

SWEET AND HOT Scott, Frank Burgasser, Art Baxter
By Pete Kendall
Win for University at Drake Relays
"Jazz at Town Hall" (F11lkways)
Royal Garden Blues, H!lw Come You Do Me Like
You Do, China Boy, Sister Kate, I've Found A
New Baby, Snowy Morning Blues, Relal':in' at the
Touro, Dear Old Southland, She's Funny That Way,
Maple Leaf Rag, Ja2lz Me Blues, The Blues.

Derb Dayes mourns

Pub Board

Caminiti Places Second

Professor Franz Oort of the
University of Amsterdam will ·
speak on "Representable Functors
and Automorphisms of Algebraic
Schemes" on Thursday, May 4, at
3:30 p.m. in Mitchell Hall 20(1.
Coffee and doughnuts will be
served at 3 p.m. in Marron Hall
225.

attthologies of the type clarinetists Pee Wee Russell and
presented by Folkways in "Jazz Mezz Mezzrow, and soprano saxat Town Hall" (FJ 2841), are one ophonist Sidney Bechet.
of our pet mixtures, but this set
Muggsy is famous for Dixiei~; so good as to disarm any
land work back into the mid-twencriticism.
ties. Mole founded the New York
"Jazz at Town Hall," recorded school of classic jazz trombonJive, was produced some years ago ists, and Brown is famous for his
as a prelude to the series, JAZZ section work with the Benny
OF THE FORTIES. Until now no Goodman swing band. Russell is
~tequel has appeared. Maybe it's · of Mole vintage; Mezzrow is more
just as well, though; Folkways, noted as a night club-jamm sesdespite its vast stockpile of music sion organizer.
from this period, could never
Sidney Bechet, of course, is no
have matched their first issue.
stranger to jazz listeners. New
The musicians include trumpet- Orleans-born, he playe4 with
er Muggsy Spanier, trombonists King Oliver, Freddie ·Keppard,
Miff Mole and Vernon Brown, and Louis Armstrong. His most
famous recordings were with
trumpeter Tommy Ladnier in
their co-led group, the New Or·
leans :Footwarmers.
The rhythm section for this
1946 concert included New Orleans bassist Pops Foster, with
Chicagoans George Wettling and
Art Hodes on Drums and piano.
Stride pinnist James P. Johnson
By WAYNE CIDDIO
and New Orleans drummer Baby
The Women's Sports and Dance Dodds are the stars, however.
Council ruled April 26 that James P. is strictly old school.
UNM's women's gymnastics team He taught another stride artist,
would be unable to attend the na- Fats Waller, and is .said to have
tional AAU championships and greatly· influenced Art Tatum.
Dodds is simply magnificent in
Pan American tryouts without a his performances. His rimshot
chaperone.
solos are the highlights of "Snowy
This decision left the girls $200 Morning Blues," "Maple Leaf
Rag," and "China Boy." The latshort of the funds necessary to
ftnance the trip to NatchitocheB, ter also contains wonderful evidence· of Bechet's control and vir~
Louisiana, May 4, 5, 6.
Deana Lorentzen and Bonnie tuosity,
"Relaxin' at the Touro" might
Bennett had received $150 from
Student Senate, $40 from High- be called ''Muggsy's Concerto."
land Varsity Club, $40 from the It's Spanier's ahowcase alm<M~t
Socorro School of Mines, and the totally and he doesn't let the audi·
remainder of the needed funds ence down.
:from the New Mexico AAU before
Miff Mole was aging (it is quite
clear) when these solos on ''Sisthe ruling.
ter Kate" and "Royal Garden
Husband Not Eligible
Blues" were recorded, but · the
It was suggested that Tim Ben- warm, creative ideas still itovt
nett, Bonnie's husband, accom- without too much lost polish.
pany the girls to Louisiana, but
"The Blues" stars Art Hodes
this was ruled out because the
in
an extended solo, and Vernon
rules stipulated that the chaperone
Brown
and Pee Wee Russell. It
had to be a woman fr.om the deis
the
best
track on this, an alpartment. Bennett . was cleared
bum
that
reeks
of fine moments.
last yeal' to chaperone the girls
Not just a few "serious" jazz
at the National Collegiate Meet
critics have called the Dixieland
in Illinois.
The University has financed revival of the Forties "most unseveral previous trips for the successful," "unstimulating," and
girls but this year there has ap- "worthless." Jazz at Town Hall,
parently been a cut in the budget we hope, has erased some of these
allotment for women's sports. wrongly-ba'!led opinions.
Many of the meets the girls have
attended have been invitationals
where the girls have been sent
traveling expenses by the host
schools.
Outside Funds Needed
Both girls are graduating seniors and expressed the desire to
compete against the nation's best
gymnasts in the AA U Championships and the Pan American try- ·
outs, If the girls are unable to obtain the needed funds within the
University, they will have to raise
the money outside.
They will have to compete un·
attached and not as representa- • SPECIAL CLASSES IN:
modern harmony • arranging
tives of the University if they
improvisation
- stage bond
have to rely on outside sources for
c:ombo
jazz:
workshop
the money• .
• PRIVATE INSTRUMENTAL
INSTRUCTION
• REGULA~ MCULTV IN
RESIDENCE tNCLUDt:S: "

Gymnastics Teom
Needs Chaperone

SPECIAL
SUMMER
COURSES
at

George Scott, Frank BurgaS·
ser, and Art Baxter picked up im.
pressive wins for the New Mexico
track team in the Drake Relays in
Des Moines, Iowa, Saturdl'IY·
Scott ran an 8:51.1 two-mile to
edge Oklahoma State's Chris McCubbins who was second at 8:53.4.
Burgasser threw the javelin
245-1:1.% to beat one of the nation's top throwers, Delmar McN!!bb from Louisiana State University.
The third win for Coach Hugh

U. Finishes Third
In Golf Tourney
The New Mexico golf team !!ontinued to play po,orly in tournament golf Friday and Saturday
and finished third-36 shots back
of winning Brigham Young-in
the BYU Intercollegiate. ·
The Lobes were 26 shots back
of second place Arizona State.
New Mexico will meet the two top
Western Athletic Conference
schools once more before-the WAC
meet here May 19-20.
New Mexico had dominated
conference golf for nine years,
before BYU won the title last
year. Now both the Cougars and
the Sun Devils seem intent on
completely ending any grasp
UNM might have had.
BYU's team score for the 54
holes was 8'71 and Arizona State
was at 881. New Mexico was at
90'7 and fourth place Utah. tallied
923.
John Miller of the host school
won the individual title with a
211 total, edging ASU's Vollmer
by one.

Hackett's Lobos was posted by
B!!oxter with a 50-'7 triple jump.
His nearest competitor was John
Vernon from Southern Illinois
at 49-1.
UNM's Steve, Caminiti added a
second place in the 100.yard-dash
with a clocking of :09.5. LSU's
winning Carl Hight and New
Mexico's Rene Matsion, who WIIS
third, were also timed at :09.5.
Bernie Rivers was fifth in the
special 100.meters and another
Lobo, Web Loudat, was fifth in the
mile with a clocking of 4:10.2.
New Mexico didn't take quartermiler Ken Head or half-miler Pat
Cox to the competition and might
have finished higher in the relays
had they been able to compete.

The Student Publications Board
will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
the Journalism building. Applicants for the editorships of the
various publications will be interviewed.

50¢ OFF
ON 12" PIZZA

25¢ OFF
ON 10" PIZZA
MON.-TI,IE.-WED.
From our own reCipe since
1947. You will like 1be difference.
5-12pm

Ralph's
Pizza
Parlor
592llomas NE
I .

255·0212

•

•

Meet
the only
IDan

· -~

The linksters are idle this week.

at
Univ.of
New MexiCo
with
145 jets.

Dress Western
for Fiesta

Joe Alarid
TWA Campus Representative

wear

BERKLEE

~ rMuate

.

I Think school is alaugh?

See how funny it is when you can't get agood·paying job. J
smhallfl ei~uchatiobt~ is .somet~ing yo~ can't
]Aaug
o . t s t e 1ggest handtcap you II ever
have .•• today, tomorrow,. the day after tomorrow! ,and every day of your working life.
And.Jt s .a funny thing. People wh? really
Wlth Jlt anh~ getlla !good educmtton are
o e',l see~ aug mg a t 1ewa_y to the bank.
I~s no JOdke.dTo g~t a good JOb todaY., you
nhee a gboo e ucatJOI_I· A good educatwn is
t e num er·onc reqmrement for the better

s1?

jobs with the bettet· salaries , . , and the better futures, too.
So if you're in school ·
t th , 1
Learn all you can fol' as ~~~~~g· ~s· 5oJ cat~~~f
you're out of school, y~u can stilly et ]~t; f
valuable tmining outside the dassfoom Ju~t
call on the Youth Coullselor at our State
Employment Service, Ot• visit a Yo~th 0
,
tunity Center, which luts been set up· . ~POl·
111 any
cities to help you. ,

to the ultimate
in traditional shirtmanshipthe Purist® button-downexclusive with Sero. Unsur·
passed for styling with its
renowned full·flared, soft·
rolled collar. Unmatched for
comfort with its neatly ta·
pered lines ... its seven·
button front. Available in fine
batiste oxfords, colorful
chambrays, and feather lite
madras. Half sleeves .•. in a
wide range of solid colours
and white.

4oluuJoj~

John LaPorta
Roy Sontlsi
Joe Viola

i

now to:

141ti.~

Pttlltl~h'l"d M· '' 1111hlft ~.-r'!o'h:c in t:l:loJll"rntlon wttb Tht'o Advrrthit!JJ Council,
I

',I
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New lo<:ation-314 Gold Ave. SW
Albuquerque, N.M.
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Director of Summer Sruclles

BRENNAN'S MEN'S SHOP
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Easy? Just call Al at 3~4-3636 or 242-5540. Tell
him where you want t() go-and he'll warm up a jet.

For complete information write
1\VAILI\BL£ AT

( ~)

Herb Pomeroy

AI Dawson
Phil Wilson
• ENTIRE SCHOOL IS AIR·
CONDITIONED AND
HUMIDITY-CONTROLLED

,!(o.~LIIt(, 1

To get a good job, get a good education

He's the guy to know when it comes to travel. TWA
specially trained him to make it easy for you to go
places in the U.S. and to Europe, Africa and Asia. He's
themantoseeforTWA50/50Clubcards-youcanget
'em right on the spot. Working with your local travel
agent, he can help you with travel plans, tours, sched·
ules, fares, ticket arrangements-right on campus.

..

8ERKlfE SCHOOl Of MUSIC
f J40 Boylston Srreef
.
Sosfon, Massachusetts 02215

•

•

Monday, May 1, 196'1

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
New Mexico stunned nationally
ranked Arizona State University
here Friday and Saturday by
winning two games in the threecontest series and moving into
second place in the southern division of the Western Athletic Conference baseball race.
The Lobos won handily, 5-2, in
the series opener Friday and then
struggled for three and a half
hours for a 17-13 victory in the
first game of Saturday's windblown twin bill.
ASU Wins Second Game
The Sun Devils jumped on New
Mexico for a 9-2 victory in the
nightcap to keep their hopes alive
for the southern division crown.
Arizona leads the standings with
a 4-2 mark, UNM is second at
3-3, and ASU last with a 2-4
mark.
C:>ach Bo),l Leigh's Lobos meet
Arizona here Friday and Saturday in another three game series

WANT ADS

T

H

APARTMENTS
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They Don't Serve Bones on
Rice at The College Inn

PAUL LaPRAIRIE SCORES New Mexico's first of five runs in
Friday's single game against Arizona. State. New Mexico won the
game 5-2 and won twp of the three games in the series. (LOBO
photo by Pawley.)
First baseman Dick Storey added a two-run triple in the same
inning to put the game out of
reach.
Gary Gentry won his ninth
game of the season against one
loss in Saturday's second game.
Bill Posen picked up the win in
the first game.
Four Runs in Fifth
Arizona State needed only a
three-run homerun by Ralph Carpenter in the first inning of the
nightcap to insure the victory.
The powerful Arizonians put the
game completely out of reach in
the fifth with four more runs.
Arizona State coach Bobby Winkles was most impressed with the
New Mexico play and said they
had come a long way in the past
few seasons, making the southern division race a three-way contest for the first time.
The next New Mexico game is
at Highlands University Tuesday, There will be a single game
against Arizona at Tingley Field
Friday and a doubleheader Saturday at the UNM park.

Or mystery pudding. Curly steak. Cherry pit pie.
College lnners eat like royalty. When you sign
into The College Inn, you sign into 3 squares a
day with full seconds on everything.
One mare thing ••• they don't serve tapioca, either.
Besides terrific food, The College Inn has
separate wings far men & women
air conditioning & quiet
private dining rooms
recreational lounges
wall·ta-wall carpeting
quality furnishings
color tv lounges
study rooms

single, double & triple occupancy
large olf·slreet free parking
5·minute walk to campus
laundry facilities
swimming pool
walk·in closets
maid service

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

lJJe

Inn

GRADUATING SENIORS
Make arrangements for

your Cap and Gown Rental

NOW
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
ARE IN-PICK THEM UP
AT THE

associated students bookstore

243-2881

Budget Defeated
By Sizoble Group,
Williams Asserts

Board
pens
Application for
Yearbook Post

More · than a "fringe group"
voted against the proposed Associated Students budget in the recent elections, John Williams, one
of the leaders in the fight to defeat the budget, said today.
Williams answered a charge by
Associated Students President
John Thorson that the budget was
not defeated by populllr student
votes but by a fringe group.
"The number of students who
voted again&t the budget would
hardly fall into the category of
a fringe group," said John Williams, one of two UNM students
'who led the fight to defeat the
proposed budget in the spring
elections, in describing his opposition to the budget.
812 Voted "No"
There were 812 votes cast
against the budget and 999 for.
The Student Senate Elections
Committee ruled after the election that not voting was equivalent to voting against the budget. This brought the total from
2456 votes to 1457 against and
999 for the proposed budget, and
the committee ruled that it had
been defeated,
Williams said that he and Tim
Hunter had talked to almost 400
students and that the general
feeling was that students "were
not getting the $24 worth that
they paid in thtlir actiVity fee."

Opposes Su~bsidies
Williams strongly objected to
the allotments given to campus
organizations on the grounds that
an organization should exist on
its· membership dues and not on
a subsidy from student government.
Williams also disapproved of
the $7,000 proposed for an International Center. "Why build an
entirely new addition to the Union for foreign students when the
available space upstairs in the
Activity Center is not being
used?" he said.

•
MARK Wll\IBERLY, UNM sophomore, is shown here working
on an exhibition for the recently opened Sandia Peak Museum.
The museum's displays trace the history of trade and transportation in the Southwest. The museum held its grand opening last
Saturday. Wimberly is an assistant in the new museum.
(LOBO photo by Pawley)

Which twin is out of Schlitz?

On Programs, Says l-larris

Lance (left) is dean's list. Fat lot of good that does
._!lim on sororitl row. He's out of Schlitz. And as every
coed knows, ' when you're out of Schlitz, you're out
of beer."
Lester is dean's list, too (one more C- and out you
go): But while J;..ance grinds ~he books .•. girls grind
the1r teeth hopmg Leiter will ask them out. Lester
drinks Schlitz ••. what's better, he buys it for his
date. Girls like Schlitz. Girls like boys who buy them
Schlit!ll. While _~You're at it, buy some for the dean.
You could wina up valedictorian.
0 1965 Joo. ScHtt• ........ c... Mllw.......

wr.

,.I
I
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meet next weelc to review the financial records of the Associated
Students to determine which organizations would be affected.
"Incorporating the Associated
Students into a non-profit organization would not help," he said.
"Incorporation is primarily a
practice to help on income taxes,"
he said, "but we will be paying
taxes on gross revenue, not income.''

U. Steel Sculpture
.Seen in L.A. Show

UNM's stainless steel sculpture, "Construction #72" by Jose
de Rivera, has taken on national
significance.
Last weekend the work, on loan
from its customary place in the
Fine Arts Center foyer, went on
view in the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art's current major
show, ''American Sculpture of the
'60s.'1 The motorized piece will
be on exhibit in Los Angeles
through June 25.
Present for the opening was
Van Deren Coke, chairman of the
UNM art department.
The de Rivera piece has been
Corps volunteer who is part of because of the large number of at UNM since the 1966 Twentieth
the recruiting team, said that students who registered for the Century Sculpture Sho\V last
graduating seniors have a very Peace Corps last semester.
spring under sponsorship of the
·good· chance of getting into the
The first volunteers to reach Junior League o£ Albuquerque
program. He added that if noth- Western Samoa this fall will set and the UNM Art Museum.
ing else application will serve as up a government health program
This month another de Rivera
an alternate choice for ·seniors designed to survey the island's work, an 8-foot-high stainless
malting graduate plans, He said health needs and the prevalence steel abstract sculpture, was set
that taking the test does not obli- of disease. Later the volunteers in place atop a pedestal in front
gate anyone to join.
Will work on disease control, en- of the Smithsonian Institution's
Riley said that the Peace Corps vironmental health, sanitation, new Museum of History and Tech·
does not pay particular atten• maternal and child care projects nology.
and
the
building
of
village
water
tion to grades, "Experience is the
Described as the first abstract
supply systems.
scultpure on the capital's Ma.ll,
key word,' 1 said Riley, ''not just
A second phase of the Western the de Rivera is titled "Infinity.''
a degree."
· SamM program will send about and similar to the UNM piece is
l:Ie added that UNM is one of 160 English teachers into the
the twelve schools selected by re- elementary and intermediate lev- rotated by a. hidden motor emcruiters for the Samoa program els of the Samoan school system. bedded below the base which turns
a shaft supporting the work,

Peace Corps to Give Tests
The Peace Corps will conduct
language aptitude tests for volunteers needed to serve in Western Samoa, tlte first independent
Polynllsian nation.
The tests will be conducted on
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Room
231-E and at 7 p.m. in Room 250·
B of the Union; on Thursday at
4 p.m. in Room 231-A and at 7
p.m. in Room 231-B; and on Friday at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. in Room
231-A.
.
Graduating seniors are urged
to apply now, as summer and fall
training program quotas are rap·
idly being filled.
Mike Riley, a returned Peace

The deadline for applications
for the editorship of The Mirage
was extended to May 11 by Student Publications Board Monday
night because of a doubt about
the only applicant's academic
qualifications for the position,
The editorship selection was
postponed "primarily because the
board wanted to confirm the University's policy concerning the
minimum grade point requried
for a person to hold such a position," said William F, Huber,
chairman of the board. Judy
Pawley was the single applicant
for The Mirage editorship. Mrs.
Pawley's grade· point was not
confirmed at the time of the meeting.
The Pub Board charter requires that editors of the student
~ublications have at least a 2.3
overall grade point average, but
provides for hiring those with

U.. Will Pr,obably . Pay Tax

By BOB STOREY
ience of paying a small increase."
'fhe Associated Students of
"The expense and time used in
UNI\1 probably cannot avoid pay- collecting and keeping records for
ing the four per cent sales tax taxes is terrific," he said.
LOBO Advertisers Affected
on many of their money-making
programs, Joe T. Harris, assisRichard P. French, business
tant comptroller of UNM said manager for Student Publications,
yesterday.
said the new ruling would have
"This is just my opinion, but a large effect on the LOBO adit is based on the advice of the vertisers.
University lawyers and I have
"We're going to have to charge
faith in what they say," Harris a four pet• cent sales tax on all
the advertising we sell," he said.
said.
Will Attempt Fee Cut
"Budget 1\iust Be Revised"
The LOBO sells about $14,000
"I
don't
think
there
is
any
way
in
local advertising on which it
"We plan to circulate a petifor
the
students
to
get
out
of
pay•
must
charge the sales tax, he
tion that, if accepted, would cut
the activity fee in half and still ing those taxes,'' he said, "but we said. It also sells $12,000 in naleave student government with can probably adjust to it by re- tional advertising which is also
over $100,000 to deal with," he vising our budgets to absorb the affected.
"$9000 Net Income"
, taxes."
said.
Organizations
within
the
Uni"The
says we must pay
ASUNM President John Thor- versity community a.re now re- the tax state
on
the
gross amount of
son felt that the main reason the
quired
to
charge
sales
tax
on
advertising,
but
we
only get $9000
budget was defeated was that items such as ticket sales, adver- net income from national
adver"students did not fully under- tising, and specialties as a result tising because ad agencies charge
stand its contents. Many prob- of a recent decision by state At- 30 per cent commission," he said.
lems would be alleviated if people torney General Boston Witt.
"We would be paying about
would familiarize themselves
"Don't
Antagonize
Customers"
$1000
.in taxes on only $23,000 in
with the budget."
"I suggest that we pay these income," he said. ''There is also
Coleman Travelstead, cliairman taxes by making provisions for a tremendous clerical complicaof the Student Senate Finance the additional expense in the pro- tion in collecting taxes."
Committee, predicted passage of gram's budgets,'' he said. "That •
Harris, Earickson to Meet
the budget when it comes before way we don't have to antagonize
Harris said he and Union Acthe students again.
our customers with the inconven- countant G. W. Earickson would

Lose One Set

The New Mexico tennis team
made easy work of the University
of Albuquerque in a wind-swept
match at the UNM courts Saturday. The Lobos lost only one set
and won the match, 9-0.
It was the ninth win of the
season against only four losses
for the netters.
The high winds hindered tennis play even more than baseball
and competition was halted often
to allow the swirling dust to pass.
Construction on the campus allowed even more loose dirt to blow
than usual,
The tennis team will meet New
Mexico State here Saturday in
the final match before the WAC
championships May 19-20.

ACTING CAREER: Due to the vast exPansion of television, theatre Productions
& tho motion picture industry, HollyWOOd & Broadway ore opening- their
doors wider & wider to fresh new talent
in the fields of drama, music. dancing &
modeling. Interested? Write: THE ARTISTS' ASSOCIA'rES, BOGO So. Main,
Houston, Texas 77025.
4/28: S/1

Sales
and
Service

444 SAN MATEO SE
PHONE 265-5628
NEW MEXICO'S FRlE;NI)LJEST VW DEALER

FOR RENT

PERSONALS

CARROLL DAVIS
Authori~ed

U Netters Sweep
Albuquerque 9-0

EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block weot
of UNM, 79.50 to 85,. all utlliites paid.
Some with improvements. Furnished
off-street Parking, .
.
. '
Call SAM COOPER, 265-8571, evenings
842-8280.

Volkswagen SalesmQn

N

ROOM AND BOARD for colleire otudento.
Co-educational, freedom and privacy,
wall-to-wall carpetlnsr, heated owimmlnsr
Pool, srood food, color TV and otudy
lounges. As low as $29.25 a week for
room and board. The Colleire Inn, 803
Ash N.E., 2t3-2881.
CAIRD-NORRIS REALTY rento:
SPECIAL: Furnished one-room elliciency, utilities Included with batb and
galley kitchen, al !for $56 including
utiiltles. Private entrance.
LARGE apartment. 2 bedroom, new
furnlohlngs, efficiency kitchen. AU ntillties included.

Call or See Your '007'

I

that will decide the closeness of
play
in the division. The WildCLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
cats won the first three-game
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00, Insertions
must be submitt~d by noon on day before
series two games to one at Tucson.
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
Sallee Paces Victory
277-4102.
star Ralph Sallee held
Relief
HELP WANTED
the
Sun
Devils
to only one hit in
=~==--...., --=-~-----:7'"
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest, entire
four
innings
and
slammed a twoWest and Alaska. Salaries $6400 up,
run homerun to pace New MexFree registration. Southwest Teachers
A.l1ency, 1803 Central Ave. NE.
ico's Friday victory. He came in
for starter Bob McAulay who got
FOR SALE
the win. He allowed only two runs,
SELL Gas Class 65 Chev 2-dr. sedan, 375
but was in some trouble as Sallee
H.P. 327 pop up pistons dougs headers.
Hydromotive four speed HYdro Pontiac
was called in for the sixth.
rear end, 40 Ford front axle mags
Saturday nearly every ball hit
silcka bucket seats. $850.00 or best offer.
Ph. 268-894o. 4/27, 28: 5/1, a.
up in the air was good for a hit
BRICK .home. 10 minutes from University.
as the winds gusting up to 60
8000 sq. ft., 4 or 5 bedrooms, 3 full
miles-per-hour made fielding esbatho, beautitul paneled den pJuo reereation room. Ref. air cond. Call 256-7783.
pecially the pop-ups, next to im3/29 contin.
possible.
FAMOUS Personality Posters, 2'f.,'x3Mo',
The first game was a toss-up
McQueen, Peter Fonda, Brando, Lenny
Bruce, Mao, Fields, Allen Gin&bW'II',
until the eighth inning when New
Eim!tein,, Dylan, Rolling Stones, NewMexico picked up eight runs off
man, Clint Eetwood plus tno'l'e. aend.
for list. Shipping an"'here ln. U.S.
two ASU relief pitchers. The inprepaid. 1 1>oeter $1,76, 2 1>00ten $8.00,
ning was highlighted by back-toa 1>010ten $4.25. 'Madam Butterfly'• Gift
Shop, 4609 E. Coltax, Denver, Colorado
hack homeruns by Mark Johnson
BOZZO.
and Greg With.
1966 OLDS, 442 Conv. 4'"Peed, 21,000 actual miles. Excellent condition. $1875.
Inside-the-Park Homer
Call 266·3486.
4/26, 27, 28: 5/1
Johnson's homer was inside the
MOST unusual 3 bd. rm. contemporary
park it went all the way to the
home on Vista Larga w/2 fireplaces, 2'f.,
deep centerfield fence, after takbaths, lovely kitchen & family room : plus
a 950 sq ft. Artist's Studio. Call 298ing
a high hop over the nelder's
4/26, 27, 28: 5/1
1855 or 256-9498.
head. With's blast cleared the left
SERVICES
field fence with plenty of room to
spare with the help of the aiding
CLEAN, oil and adjust portable !ypewritero $9.00, Electric $12.60, Standard
wind.
$11.00. Special for UNM Studentl. Free
pick up & delivery. E & E Typewriter
Service, 2217 Coal BE. Pho~e 243-0688.

HELP ERADICATE LARGE CARS
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lower grades in special cases with
the approval of a majority vote
of the board.
The board decided to extend
the deadline so that Mrs. Pawley
could submit a report of hel'
exact grade point and a detailed
proposal of her plans for The
Mirage to the board. Interested
students have until May 11 to apply for the position.

Chuck Noland

Melissa Howard

Bob Burton

Editors of other UNM student
publications were selected at the
meeting. Editor of next yea1:'s
LOBO will be Chuck Noland.
Other editors are-Meli11sa Howard, summer LOBO; Rob Burton,
The Juggler; and Mary Alindc:l.;t
The Thunderbird.
The board also voted unanimously to continue full student
budget subsidy of the Mirage for
the 1967-68 school year. If this
measure is approved by Student
Senate, it will be voted on by the
Associated Students when a revised form of the budget that was
defeated in the last election comes
up for a vote.
The editor of the Mirage receives a salary of $100 a month
for nine months. Students interested in this position may pick up
application forms in the Student
Publications building. The completed applications should be
turned in to Room 159 of the
same building. Applicants will
be interviewed at a special meeting of Pub Board on May 11>.
Students with. adequate academic
qualifications (2.3 overall grade
point) and experience in yearbook publication are urged to apply.

Books in Society

Library Chairman
Publishes ArticE(:J
Leon De Voider, technical ·;,>rvices librarian at the UNM (~im
merman Library, is the autho_,, of
an article Pl'inted recently in the
Catholic Educator,
Entitled "Books and Libraries
in our Literate Society," the af\1icle emphasizes. the value of books
in our society.
DeVolde1· is current chairman
of the Albuquerque Library Association, He holds an M.A. in
government and citizenship from
UNM.

Naval ROTC Awards

The military review and awards
ceremony of the Naval ROTC will
be held May 16, beginning at
4:45 p.m. on Zimmerman Field.
The ceremony will recognize midshipmen with outstanding achievements during the past academic year,

